
I Spy in the Garden
Help Ben and Sam find things in the garden that have ue 
spelling in the names. Write the words in the spaces below.

1.  S                           

2.  g                           

3.  f                           

4.  s                           

5.  b                          
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3

4

5
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I Spy in the Garden
Challenge
Can you write a silly sentence using two of the words you have found? 

e.g. Dad put blue fuel in the car!
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Revisit and Review

Let’s practise Sam’s Sounds and Sight Words!

eaaya_ei_eo_eu_ee_eoyie
hous

e

ouaeoiu_echchue
workauntunclelaug

hed

man

y

ueir
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Teach

Today, we are learning to write words that 
contain ue saying /oo/.
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Let's practise reading some of this week's focus words that 
contain ue saying /oo/.

Teach
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Now let’s write some with the magic pencil…

Teach
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Play

Teach
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Play

Teach
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Teach
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Play

Teach
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Teach

The room for the wedding reception was starting to get busy, as 
many more people had come. Mike came over with a young boy. 
“Congratulations!” said Mum as Mike greeted her. 
“Thank you!” replied Mike, with a grin on his face.
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Teach

“This is my son, Curtis,” Mike said, introducing Curtis to the 
family. 
“Curtis is my lovely stepson,” said Sue. Curtis smiled as Sue put 
her arm around him. Curtis looked smart, wearing a blue shirt 
and a blue tie like Ben’s.
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Teach

Before long, Curtis, Ben and Sam were busy chatting. There were 
not many children about, so Curtis was pleased to have 
some company. He was excited to play some games with his new 
friends!
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Hide and Seek

The children decide to go outside to play hide-and-seek. Look at the 
things they find and decide if they are spelt with oo or ue?

Teach

Click me for Ben’s teaching tips!

This is a great whiteboard 
activity if you want to recap the 
oo grapheme. 

X
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Teach
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Where Did You Find It?

The children write down where they found everything so that they 
don’t forget. Can you finish the sentences with what they found 

and where?

Practise
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The glue was 

next to the 

tree.

The blue

fabric was 

near the 

statue.

Sue was 

The glue was 

next to the 

tree.

The blue 

fabric was 

near the 

statue.

Sue was 

Practise

Check
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Apply

After their game, the children went back inside. Many of the 
wedding guests, including Ben, Sam and Curtis, enjoyed jiving to 
the jazz music. After a while, the music stopped and the lead 
singer of the band got everyone’s attention. 
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Sentence Time

What is the lead singer about to say to the wedding guests? 
Write a sentence to match.

Apply
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Thank you to the people 

who have been singing 

along tonight! Show

Apply
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The children were pleased it was food time because they were 
ready for something to eat after all of the dancing. Ben looked at 
the huge three-tier wedding cake with blue ribbon around it.

Apply
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On top of the cake were two statues. One of the statues was 
meant to be Sue and the other one was Mike. “That cake looks 
yummy! I don’t think I want sandwiches… I’m going straight for 
dessert!” said Ben. Sam and Curtis laughed. 

Apply
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ue
saying /oo/

The adventure continues next lesson!

Today, we have learnt…
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ue Wedding Cake
Use all the new ue words that you have learnt to decorate 
Sue and Mike’s wedding cake!
Read the real and nonsense words in your pack. On each level of the cake, 
write words that have that sound in them. Two have been done for you. 
If you find a nonsense word, put it on the nonsense cake!

blue

venue

ueue saying /yoo/

ueue saying /oo/

My ueue Cake
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Nonsense ue Wedding Cake
Put your nonsense words on this cake!

finue

krue

My Nonsense 
My Nonsense ueue Cake Cake
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ue Words Level 5

due clue

ranue finue

venue glue

affue krue

fuel true

callue yenue

argue blue

tergue chrue

rescue statue

ordue shrue

cue value

plue larcue
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